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Marketing evolution and philosophies 
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The evolution of marketing        (1/7)

M Many market-oriented manufacturing organiza-
    tions have experienced several distinct stages
    during the existence of their firms:

    F Production era:               approx.  before 1925
    F Sales era:                         approx.  1920 - 1965
    F Marketing concept era:  approx.  1960 - 2000
    F Market orientation era:  approx.  1980 - now
    F Societal marketing era:  approx.  2000 - now 
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The evolution of marketing        (2/7)

M Production era
    F In the period before 1925 goods were scarce in
        many countries, so buyers were willing to
        accept virtually any goods that were produced.
    F The prevailing business theory of that period:
        ‘Production creates its own demand’.
    F The major concern of business firms then, was
        production, not marketing.
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The evolution of marketing        (3/7)

M Sales era
    F During the production era, many firms
        discovered that  -through further production
        efficiency-  they could produce more goods than
        their regular buyers could consume.
    F Competition became more significant. 
        Problems of reaching the market became more
        complex.
    F The usual solution was to hire more salespeople
        or resellers to find new markets and consumers,
        and to conduct more communications through
        advertising, and to try to intensify distribution. 
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The evolution of marketing        (4/7)

M Marketing concept era
    F In the 1960's marketing became the motivating
        force in many companies.  Since then the policy
        could be stated as: ‘We are in the business of
        satisfying needs and wants of consumers’.
    F This way of thinking has come to be known as
        the marketing concept:
           the idea that an organization should strive
           to satisfy the needs of consumers while also
           trying to achieve the organization’s goals.
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The evolution of marketing        (5/7)

M Implications of the marketing concept
    F By embracing the marketing concept, companies
        recognized that sales is just one element of
        marketing, and that marketing includes a much
        broader range of activities.
    F More importantly, the marketing concept
        changed the point at which marketing ideas are
        fed into the production cycle from after an item
        is produced to before it is designed.
    F Clearly, the marketing concept involves focusing
        on the wants and wishes of consumers.
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The evolution of marketing        (6/7)

M Market orientation era
    F Many of the implementation issues resulting
        from the marketing concept are now being
        carried through by the total quality management
        movement in many companies, giving them what
        has been called a market orientation.
    F Market orientation focuses efforts on:
        G�continuously collecting information about
            customer’s needs & competitor’s capabilities
        G�sharing this information across departments
   �����G�using this information to create customer
            value.
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The evolution of marketing        (7/7)

M Societal marketing era
    F Today, the standards of marketing practice have
        shifted from an emphasis on producer’s interests
        to consumer’s interest.
    F In addition, organizations are increasingly 
        encouraged to consider the social and environ-
        mental consequences of their activities.
    F Societal marketing involves issues such as ethics
        (selling customer information?), social responsibility
        (fast food & waste / pollution?) and balancing the
        interests of different groups.
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Marketing management concepts

M Bearing the evolution of marketing in mind, most
    of today’s organizations conduct their marketing
    activities, based on one (or a combination) of the
    following concepts:

    F the production concept
    F the product concept
    F the selling concept
    F the marketing concept
    F the societal marketing concept
    F the global marketing concept
    F the holistic marketing concept
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The production concept

M The philosophy that consumers will favour products
    that are available and highly affordable, and that
    management should therefore focus on improving
    production and distribution efficiency.

    F The production concept can be useful in two
        types of situations:
    ����G when the demand for a product exceeds the
            supply (increase of production required)
        G�when the product’s cost is too high (improve-
            ment of productivity needed) (Henry Ford)
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The production concept

Diego Rivera: Battle of Detroit, 1932
Mural at the Detroit Institute of Arts 
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The product concept

M The philosophy that consumers will favour
    products that offer the most quality, performance
    and features, and that the organization should
    therefore commit its energy to making continuous
    product improvements.

    F Focusing on a better product can be useful as
        long as consumers demand this (Rolls-Royce).
        However, a better product may not always
        result in a better solution for the consumer’s
        needs and wants (bigger and better steam-driven trains
          instead of developing diesel-electric or Maglev trains?)
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The selling concept

M The philosophy that consumers will not buy enough
    of the organization’s products unless the organiza-
    tion conducts large-scale selling and promotional
    efforts.

    F Typically practised with unsought goods: goods
        that buyers do not normally think of buying
        (encyclopedias, funeral insurances).
    F Also practised in the non-profit area
        (advertisements for political parties, non-profit

          organizations, etc.).
    F Often practised when excess capacity occurs.
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The marketing concept

M The marketing management philosophy that
    achieving organizational goals depends on
    determining the needs and wants of target markets
    and delivering the desired satisfactions more
    effectively and efficiently than competitors do.

    F Widely adopted concept by many well-known
        global companies (such as IKEA, P&G, Wall-Mart, Sony

          and Toyota).
    F Often claimed to be practised by companies
        doing (or having done) otherwise (IBM, Philips).
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Selling concept vs. marketing concept
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Marketing concept means: customer focus

...each customer target
group requiring different
marketing mixes, 
and therefore: different
deployments of the firm’s
organizational functions
and its resources... 
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The societal marketing concept

M The marketing management philosophy based on
    the principles of the marketing concept and
    executed in a way that maintains or improves the
    consumer’s and society’s well-being.

    F This concept questions whether the pure
        marketing concept is satisfactory in view of
        environmental problems (pollution), resource
        shortages (rain forrest), worldwide economic
        problems (developing countries) and neglected
        social services (poverty).
    F Overlooks possible conflicts between short-run
        consumer wants and long-run consumer welfare.



McDonald’s India
McDonald’s Japan

McDonald’s Thailand

McDonald’s Canada

McDonald’s Holland

McDonald’s Greece
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The global marketing concept

M This marketing management philosophy is about
    F creating marketing activities aimed at target
        groups that are spread over a large number of
        countries, and 
    F trying to conduct these activities as uniformly
        possible.  

    F Example: McDonald’s: their BigMac has to taste
        the same everywhere, yet at the same time, they
        create menu’s that respond to local tastes and
        circumstances.
   >>
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The global marketing concept
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The holistic marketing concept

M The marketing concept and the societal marketing
    concept are mainly focused on customers and
    society’s well-being.  
    Now, organizations are increasingly realizing that
    far more factors should be considered, and that
    actually everything matters in marketing, which
    has resulted in the holistic marketing concept.
    F Holistic marketing is characterized by the
        following 4 dimensions: 
        G integrated marketing;
        G relationship marketing;
        G performance marketing;
        G internal marketing.
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The holistic marketing concept

M Integrated marketing occurs when the
    organization utilizes marketing activities and
    marketing programs to create, communicate and
    deliver value for customers, making use of the
    synergetic options the organization may have.

    F Such activities can include advertising, public
        relations, direct marketing, online communica-
        tions, social media marketing, etc., all working 
        in sync with one another to ensure that
        customers and business partners have the same
        kind of experience with, and obtain similar
        perceptions of, the company.
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The holistic marketing concept

M Relationship marketing is aimed at building strong,
    long-lasting relationships with various stake-
    holders and other important parties connected to
    the business, such as customers, employees,
    financing entities, vendors, competitive firms, and
    suppliers. All these parties can have a significant
    impact on the success or failure of the company.
 
    F Relationship marketing focuses on establishing
        relationships with stakeholders, and it therefore
        requires retention and growth of each
        relationship over time.
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The holistic marketing concept

M Performance marketing involves understanding the
    financial and non-financial returns to business and
    society from the organization’s marketing activities
    and programs.
    F Besides sales revenues, the organization pays
        close attention to issues such as market share,
        customer satisfaction, customer loss rate and
        product quality, and such.
    F Furthermore, the organization also considers the
        legal, social, ethical and environmental effects of
        its marketing activities and programs.
    F Obviously performance marketing and societal
        marketing share many similarities! 
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The holistic marketing concept

M Internal marketing involves the task of hiring,
    training and motivating employees in such manner,
    that customers will be best served.
    F Internal marketing ensures that everyone in the
        organization  -senior management in particular- 
        embraces, and commits to, appropriate
        marketing guidelines and practises.
    F Seen from a holistic marketing point of view,
        marketing activities within the organization
        should be considered to be just as important 
        -or even more important-  than those directed
        outside the organization.
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The one-to-one marketing approach
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Connecting with customers

M Yesterday’s companies focused on mass marketing.
    Today’s companies are selecting their customers
    more carefully and building more lasting and direct
    relationships with them.

    F These new customer connections and a greater
        diversity have led to greater market
        fragmentation. 
        In response, most firms have moved from mass
        marketing to segmented marketing.
    F Besides targeting carefully chosen sub-markets,
        many firms are now even targeting individual
        buyers, thus marketing in a one-to-one way. 
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Mass marketing characteristics

M In general mass marketing involves:

    F anonymous customers, all treated ‘equally’
    F standard products / services
    F mass production, -distribution, -promotion
    F one way communication
    F market share focus
    F economies of scale [cost reduction through production
           increase]

    F every (paying) customer counts
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Tendency towards individualization

M Shifting towards individualization involves:

    F known customers, all treated ‘differently’
    F customized products / services
    F individualized distribution and promotion
    F two way communication
    F ’customer share’ focus
    F economies of scope [unit-cost reduction through
          specialization]

    F striving for profitable customers
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Shifting marketing rules

M Shifting towards individualization leads to:

    F focusing on individual customers
    F customerized products and services
        [customerization involves the customization of products or
          services through personal interaction between a company
          and its customers]

    F expanding market knowledge through
        interaction with individual customers and
        prospects
    F acquiring market share, and more importantly:
        customer share
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Actual dimensions of competition
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Usual market share focus
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Market share vs. customer share

Purchases are
independent of
each other!

‘Shopping trolley
loaded with:
Omo, Cif, Unox,
Magnum, Becel,
Knorr, Lipton,
Axe, Conimex
Dove, and 
Bertoli ?’
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Brand differences?
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Decreasing profit per customer
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Focus on customer share
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Increasing profit per customer
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Framework for 1-to-1 marketing

M 1-to-1 marketing requires organizations to
    develop programs that are aimed at:

    G identifying customer patterns: identification
        of customers’ histories and preferences
    G differentiating, in terms of the needs of
        customers and their value to the company
    G interacting with customers: developing a
        learning-cycle together with customers
    G ‘customizing’, of products, services and
        messages to each individual customer
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Framework for 1-to-1 marketing
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Framework for 1-to-1 marketing
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Customization, mass-customization

M Difference between customization, mass-
    customization and 1-to-1 marketing:

    F customization involves the capability to produce
        or to provide individualized, customer-
        specialized (= differentiated) products (and
        services);
    F mass-customization: type of differentiated
        marketing in which a standard product (mass-
        manufactured) undergoes certain modifications
        according to individual wishes of customers 
        [Dell Computers, Levi’s].
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1-to-1 marketing

M Difference between customization, mass-
    customization and 1-to-1 marketing:

    F 1-to-1 marketing involves an advanced type of
        differentiated marketing in which every
        customer is regarded as a separate segment.
        [KLM, various financial / business consultancies].

        1-to-1 marketing focuses primarily on selling as
        many products or services as possible to an
        individual customer during the so-called
        ‘lifetime’ of the relationship [LTV, lifetime value].
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Position of 1-to-1 marketing


